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すうじの おけいこ

すうじを　よんで　かきましょう。

すうじの おけいこ

すうじを　よんで　かきましょう。

To Parents: Show your child the three apples on the page. Emphasize that 
the number 3 represents three objects—in this case, three apples.

To Parents: Show your child the two apples on the page. Emphasize that 
the number 2 represents two objects—in this case, two apples. 

Let’s Write the Number 3Let’s Write the Number 2

Say the number out loud. Then, practice writing it in the space below.Say the number out loud. Then, practice writing it in the space below.
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To Parents: This activity focuses on number recognition, but it also allows 
your child to practice sorting objects. To extend this activity, have your child 
count the crackers too.

To Parents: This activity associates number words with numbers. Have your 
child count the number of flowers below each number to better understand 
how amounts, number words, and numbers are related.

Let’s Match the NumberLet’s Match Words with Numbers

Count the donuts. Then, draw a line from  to  to connect the picture to the number that 
matches the quantity.

Draw a line from  to  to connect each number word to its matching number.

ONE THREE

         TWO                                    THREE                                    ONE
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To Parents: Here, your child will gain an understanding of how to 
connect a number with the quantity it represents. Encourage your child 
to pay attention to the arrows when tracing the number. 

To Parents: On this page, your child will practice sorting and counting 
different types of similar objects.

Let’s Color and TraceLet’s Count the Blocks

Color the candies with any colors you like.
Count each type of building block. Then, color the same number of          at the bottom of 
the page for each type of block.

Number of                                  :

Number of                                  :

Number of                                  :

Then, trace the          with your finger as you say the number out loud.

The number of                                          is                                             .

CANDIES
FOUR
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